
Path to Dodge
	
	Hedgegrove loved Bonanza!.  He had the whole VHS set, the whole DVD set, he'd probably have it on Blu Ray but I don't think he knew what Blu rays were.  He had already written about nearly every episode, and I found an entire box in the basement labelled "Bonanza Papers", which was really descriptive of its contents.  Hedegrove loved Bonanza! so much, that he wrote an entire fan-fiction episode that was included in his room of non-existence.  The episode was "Path to Dodge".
	Before we continue, I should make it clear that I haven't seen a single episode of Bonanza, nor do I necessarily want to.  The only reason I know that this episode doesn't exist is because I wikipedia-ed it.  "Path to Dodge"- DNE.  Anyways, here's what Hedgegrove wrote about the episode:

			A stagecoach heading eastward from San Francisco
			 to Dodge stops in Virginia City for the night when a 
			briefcase one of the men in the coach- Calvin Dodd- 
			disappears.  Ben and Hoss are asked by Dodd to track 
			down the missing briefcase just as a mysterious grifter 
			named Hormel Trubeaux rides into town.  The connections 
			between Dodd, Trubeaux, and the case become clearer as 
			Ben and Hoss uncover what could be the greatest conspiracy 
			to cross Virginia City.

	Just what was in that mysterious briefcase that could have been the greatest conspiracy in Virginia City?  I don't think Hedgegrove knew.  He knew the briefcase was important, but mostly treated it as a MacGuffin.  He did have a few theories: Blueprints for a secret underground railway, locations of government gold mines, fake codes and IDs for getting into Fort Knox, and (among my favorites) A Time Machine or a Nuclear Warhead.  Anyways, it all ends with Dodd and Trubeaux being revealed as working together to bring Vriginia City resident Ollie Sig and rope him into their ill-defined government work through blackmail.  Also, Dodd, Trubeaux, and another character who doesn't speak named La Mancha are all part of some weird Wild West version of "The A Team" meets "The X Files".  The briefcase is found, Sig is given the choice of whether to join Dodd's "Project Omikron" and, after a hushed discussion, Sig decides that it would be a good idea.

			Little Joe also falls in love with Dodd's Stagecoach Driver, a
			mysterious woman named Abigail Maroon, but realizes that
			she will only ever love her work.

	Apparently that's also a thing in Bonanza, that "Little Joe" keeps on falling in love with woman, but westerns couldn't have long-term relationships, so every woman in Little Joe's life either dies or leaves with another man or is revealed to be a con artist.  Also, Hedgegrove was so enraptured with the love life of Little Joe that he had to write a love story with him.  I read it.  It's not worth repeating.
	However, Hedgegrove got so interested in this idea that he even wrote out some plans for an "Operation Omikron" spinoff series where Dodd, Maroon, Trubeaux, Sig, and La Mancha travelled around the Wild West and helped solve weird crimes while hunting down a mysterious nemesis known as "Blood Orchid".

			Blood Orchid would be a secret cell in the United States 
			which would have been gradually growing in power since 
			before the Civil War.  They have magicians, scientists, 
			smugglers, and warlords on their payroll and very deep 
			connections.  Each episode Omikron would come into 
			contact with a problem that the local sheriff's office couldn't 
			explain: Murders happening in dreams that bleed into reality, 
			a locked room murder mystery, entire buildings gone missing, 
			sudden changes in a mayor's personality (as if they've been 
			replaced with an impostor!), and mass cattle mutilations.  
			Omikron would sometimes find these crimes to be carried out 
			by people, but other times they would have to accept that the 
			world is far more strange than God or Man could dream of.

	So I guess it also has a healthy dose of Twin Peaks thrown in.  Apparently only Dodd knows what's in the briefcase as well, and Trubeaux may be a spy for Blood Orchid.  I'm not quite sure what any of this has to do with Bonanza.  Oh, but it would have also tied in to Gunsmoke at some point.  It would have been a wild west- dare we say- Bonanza!
